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Introducing the COB 

The COB, founded in 1995, is a non-profit 
network organisation in which more than 
seventy contractors, clients, consultancy firms 
and knowledge institutions work together on 
issues related to underground construction.

WHY, WHAT AND HOW

The COB believes that the use of underground space can make a significant contribution to an attractive, sustainable and pleasant 
living environment. Therefore, the COB wants to develop the field of underground construction, so that the exploitation of the un-
derground becomes a logical part of spatial planning. To this end the COB collects, develops and provides access to knowledge about 
the use of underground space. This is done by constantly surveying developments within the network and society. For issues related 
to underground construction that serve a common and/or social interest, working groups are started with professionals from the 
COB network. The broad composition of working groups means that all relevant aspects of a problem are considered.

The knowledge that is acquired belongs to everyone and can be used by everyone. The participants within the COB are not compet-
itors, but work together on a solution. The result is shared across the network, by recording it in free publications and presenting it 
at meetings, within training courses and on the website. However, participation itself is already one of the most powerful ways of 
developing and embedding knowledge. By collaborating the participants themselves, their organizations and ultimately the entire 
field benefit.

WHERE

The COB can be found wherever the network is. Research projects are often carried out in 
collaboration with construction projects that are being prepared or executed since the 
emphasis is on the development and application of practical knowledge. You can visit 
our team  at the campus of the Delft University of Technology where we have an office 
space that can also be used by working groups.
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www.cob.nl
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Unique collaboration
The COB network includes both public and non-public organisati-
ons. Contractors and clients work together as equals. Both parties 
bring in their knowledge and have the opportunity to put their 
issues on the agenda. All working groups consist of people from 
consulting engineers, construction companies, public authorities 
and/or knowledge institutions.

International network
Although the COB mainly focusses on underground construction 
in Dutch soil, some problems and solutions also apply to other 
countries. We therefore actively seek collaboration with European 
partners to join forces and learn from each other. The following 
countries have stated the wish to participate:

• Austria
• Denmark
• Flanders
• France
• Germany
• Italy
• Norway
• Switzerland

>> Read more on page 10

Knowledge and communication
The results of COB research are actively shared in the network:

Meetings/events
Each year: five platforms with 3 to 4 meetings, a large network confer-
ence (ca. 350 people) and 2 to 3 small conferences (ca. 100 people)

LinkedIn
1333 followers, last year ca. 260.000 impressions, 8.250 clicks, 
1.500 likes, 380 shares and 90 comments

Magazine on paper and online
Three editions a year, ca. 2500 subscribers

Digital newsletter
Monthly, ca. 5000 subscribers

Booklets, flyers, brochures
Free publications with results of research projects

Digital coffee table books
Currently ten topics, ca. 1500 unique pageviews in 2018

Digital adjustable knowledge documents
Currently three topics, ca. 5500 unique pageviews in 2018

Online knowledge database
More than 2000 documents, ca. 5000 downloads in 2018

WEBSITE
www.cob.nl
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Network

Currently, more than seventy organisations involved in underground construction are collaborating within the COB. These 
include consulting engineers, construction companies, public authorities and knowledge institutions.

PARTICIPANTS

FOUNDING MEMBERS
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Project
Experts from the network work on (under-
ground) issues in research projects. These pro-
jects always serve a common and/or social goal. 
The subject can be both technical and non-tech-
nical. The broad composition of working groups 
ensures that all relevant aspects of a problem 
are addressed and that there is support for the 
solutions. The results are shared by recording it 
in publications and presenting it at meetings, 
within training courses and on the website.

Platform
A platform is a safe environment in 
which parties discuss their daily practice 
and exchange knowlegde. New research 
projects can be started from the plat-
form, resulting in new (knowledge) pro-
ducts but the result does not necessarily 
have to be that concrete. Jointly discus-
sing developments, exploring possible 
solutions and understanding each other 
are goals in themselves.

Programme
Some underground issues 
cannot be viewed as 
stand-alone challenges. 
That is why the COB also 
works with overarching 
programmes, in which 
issues are examined 
together.

How the COB works

Through the COB platforms and other network meetings the COB monitors the developments in the field of under-
ground construction. When issues arise that involve multiple parties, the COB can initiate a research project. Both 
technical and non-technical topics are covered in the platforms and projects. The results are shared in the platforms 
and become freely available to the work field.

Example
In June 2016 the COB started an exploratory investigation in the field of 
tunnelling. Many tunnels are due for renovation and many new tunnels will 
also be built. To effectively and efficiently take on the challenges involved, 
tunnel owners, clients, contractors and other stakeholders needed a long-term 
vision for tunnels. The COB consulted nearly two hundred experts inside and 
outside the network about the technical and social developments that will be 
important for the construction and maintenance of tunnels in the future. The 
resulting long-term vision was published in December 2016.

In the period from January to September 2017, the COB network, together with 
external experts, translated the vision into an integrated programme with con-
crete goals. The next few months were used to collect (financial) support for the 
programme and formulate research projects. In the summer of 2018 a call for working 
group members was posted: around ninety applications were received!

Within three months, eight research projects were in full swing. The first deliverables were 
being reviewed and published. And now international collaboration is sought...

TUNNEL PROGRAMME IN SHORT  •  WWW.COB.NL/INTERNATIONAL
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ADAPTIVITY
It must and can be done better. We have three 

principle goals: tunnels must be designed, built, 

maintained and renovated more adaptively, with 

fewer disturbances and with more value.

The tunnel programme is in line with the formula that the 

COB network knows and believes to be a success: a combination 

of practical research, involving scientists and market parties, 

learning and implementation in projects and sharing of 

knowledge and experience with and by professionals. That is 

also how this programme has been created.

TUNNEL PROJECTS

Space constraints, mobility pressure, smart 

mobility, big data, changing government, 

empowered citizens, the energy transition 

and climate adaptation are the most important 

developments we are facing. COB’s 2016 study 

has produced a vision about the tunnel of the 

future. This vision had been translated into a work 

programme for the next five year with 2050 as an 

ultimate time reference. 

Modularity for installations.

Cradle-to-cradle for installations.

Link to the digital tunnel twin.

Artificial intelligence for tunnels.

Legal, statutory and policy implications.

Insight into the actual lifespan of 
underground structures.

Use of new civilian technology that causes 

fewer disturbances.

Robust structures with more space for adaptivity, suitable for 

attaching and developing networks under and above ground.

Legal, statutory and policy implications.

Real dynamic image experience of the project (better 

mutual understanding between stakeholders).

Validation of processes and system behaviour 

takes place at an earlier stage.

Training and excercises can be conducted without 

the physical tunnel.

Test upgrades, downgrades and cyber security 

in a safe and identical environment.

Predictable asset management, including 

sustainability optimisations.

Standardising and plug-in systems.

Automotive industry and urban development.

Legal, statutory and policy implications.

The environment will be central to the assessments 

made in the renovation and construction of tunnels.

A broadly accepted (economic) model that makes 

it possible to value all benefits.

Different civil 
construction and 

renovation

Digital 
tunnel twin

Tunnel as a valuable part 
of its environment

Adaptive 
installations

In five years, we will be able to replace installations in tunnels in the Netherlands without 

losing the existing functionality. We will also be able to exchange the installations without 

the need for more tunnel closures than those already scheduled for regular maintenance. 

The first tunnels will be delivered with mainly cradle-to-cradle installations. Installations 

account only for half of the current energy consumption.

We have test centres where subsystems can be certified. Integrated functionality is devel-

oped beforehand and verified via a digital twin of the tunnel, so that it is known in advance 

that a change or newbuild will work properly.

Depending on the speed of the implementation of the digital tunnel twin, the devel-

opment line will link adaptive installations to and in the twin. As soon as more tunnels 

provide data, system parts-level performance can also be compared. 

Artificial intelligence for tunnels will have less priority during the first four years. However, 

developments must be closely monitored, not just within the infra domain but definitely 

outside it too.

In five years, we will be able to conduct tunnel inspections based on validated means 

and methods that provide insight into the actual lifespan of tunnels. The scope of 

renovations is determined on the basis of structured and more factual knowledge-based 

considerations.

In five years, a research program will be underway to study new technology and materials 

and to test them for use in the underground. The first results will be applied in a proof-of-

concept tunnel.

In five years, we will have defined standard dimensions and modules. In addition, in the 

case of new constructions, the following question is always asked: ‘Does extra capacity 

provide more value?’

The starting point of the digital tunnel twin is the visualisation in 3D-BIM, which grows to 

6D-BIM using logical interfaces and modular construction. In five years, the digital tunnel 

twin will offer more functionality than 6D-BIM, as functional and system models and sim-

ulation and gaming functionality will be added. The digital tunnel twin is a copy of the true 

tunnel (visual, operation, system, environment and user behaviour). In the digital tunnel 

twin, everything looks like in the real tunnel and everything also works the same.

In five years, the digital tunnel twin will function in one model, in which the test environ-

ment, visualisations and simulation engine will be applied. Testing and validation will take 

place almost completely in the digital twin and will be accepted by the competent author-

ity and other stakeholders. Emergency services will use the digital twin to practice. The 

digital tunnel twin will be used to optimise the design during both the construction and 

renovation, add value (e.g. sustainability), reducing the construction time or generating 

support. The digital tunnel twin will be easily transferred from execution to management.

In five years, we will have gained experience of applying the integral view of tunnel 

projects and we will have a process approach that ensures that the opportunities for the 

environment are used. We will have gained experience with several practical cases in urban 

areas with the jump from object safety to integrated safety. Comprehensive assessments 

are made with regards to aspects such as beauty, sustainability, health and safety being 

in balance with availability and affordability. Developments around resilient cities will be 

involved in this.

In five years...
Budget and revenue
A budget of 7.95 million euro is 

required for the first five years. 

This investment can only be 

justified if the proceeds will at 

least be the same and when 

a business case can be made. 

A number of COB experts has 

made several calculations on 

the basis of key figures used in 

this sector. In summary, this 

programme will yield 9.5 million 

euro in the first period (from 

2018 to 2022).
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SEE PAGE 13 >>

DOWNLOAD

The long-term vision and 
working programme are 

freely available on
www.cob.nl/

international

Platform

Knowledge
Skills

Instruments
Visions

.......

Project

Work field

CONDUCTING RESEARCH

VALIDATE
QUESTIO

NS

Project

Project
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Cyber security
Develop knowledge regarding 

cyber security in tunnels

Safety

WORKFIELD

WORKFIELD WORKFIELD

Management and maintenance

Cables and pipelines Added value underground
(in development)

Common ground for underground infrastructure

Value of underground construction
Explicate contribution underground 

construction to quality of life

Inventory of regulations
Research into barriers and possibilities

Tunnels and safety

Coordinator 
Tunnel safety

Coordinator Management 
and maintenance

From realization to exploitation
Research on anticipating future asset 

management

Maintaining tunnel of the future
Formulate a practical approach for 

upcoming challenges 

Cables and pipelines Planning and value

From object to system security
Research into the integral safety of 

objects in their environment

Platform coordinator

Tunnel programme

Programme manager

Project leader

Platform coordinator

Organisation

To ensure that the developed knowledge is applicable in people’s daily practice, the COB projects are linked to three 
work fields. In addition, there can be ‘special projects’ that cannot (or not directly) be placed in a work field, such as an 
expert team led by the COB and projects that primarily focus on skills rather than knowledge or instruments.

Full below ground level
Actively stimulate collaboration, 

financing and innovations

Formulate development lines

Spatial 
planning

Finance
GovernanceTechnical

The Netherlands faces 
social challenges that have 
implications for underground 
cables and pipelines. The COB 
network therefore wants to 
develop an overall strategy for 
the construction, management 
and maintenance of that 
infrastructure.

COMMON GROUND FOR  UNDERGROUND 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Learning from project to 
project
Validate lessons learned from 
the Gaasperdammertunnel at 
other tunnel projects, and ex-
pand the knowledge themes 
from those projects. 

International 
collaboration
Many major challenges 
that the tunnel sector faces 
are shared internationally. 
Moreover, the funds and 
subsidies that exist for know-
ledge and development are 
mainly European. The COB 
is therefore also working on 
international partnerships.

+

TUNNEL 
PROGRAMME
Developments such as smart 
mobility, energy transition 
and climate adaptation are 
developments that also 
affect the tunnel sector. In 
addition, some thirty tunnel 
projects (new construction 
and renovation) are on the 
agenda in the Netherlands 
for the next ten years. It is 
therefore important and 
beneficial to join forces now. 
The tunnel programme con-
sists of research projects that 
ensure that tunnel projects 
can be realised with less 
hindrance and more value.

SEE NEXT PAGE >>
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The COB tunnel programme

The position of tunnels in their immediate environment and their network is changing, the issue of sustainability is 
coming to the fore and increasingly higher demands are placed on the reliability, availability and noise levels of tunnels 
throughout their entire life cycle. The COB network developed a long-term vision as a guideline for clients and contrac-
tors.  This vision had been translated into a work programme with four development lines for the next five year with 
2050 as an ultimate time reference.

Hindrance-free renovation

From paper-based to fully 
digital

Opening tunnels without 
problems

Digital verification and 
validation

Virtual education, training 
and practice

‘Know your tunnel’Identify the risks Structural failure

Different civil construction and renovation
In the next ten years many tunnels reach the end of their life span and need to be thoroughly renovated. How can these renovations 
be carried out with less hindrance and more value?

Digital tunnel twin
The digital tunnel twin includes all developments in the fields of virtualization, modeling, simulation, gaming and information 
management for the tunnel system.

Tunnel as valuable part of its environment
This development line is aimed at an integral approach to tunnel projects where aspects such as beauty, sustainability, 
health and safety are in balance with availability and affordability

Sustainability

Based on experiences in schedu-
led, ongoing and completed re-
novation projects, develop a risk 
checklist  as a tool for (long-term) 
programming, scope assessment 
of renovations and planning of 
regular large and small mainte-
nance works.

Provide more fundamental 
knowledge of structural failure 
mechanisms to determine the 
true lifespan of civil tunnels. 
Deliverables include a ‘structural 
health report’ and ‘structural 
health monitoring’ as tools for 
predictable maintenance.

Develop a blueprint for a hand-
book that tunnel owners and 
managers can use for regular 
management and maintenan-
ce, and that preparatory teams 
for a tunnel renovation can use 
as a source document.

Develop an assessment frame-
work and blueprint for choosing 
the right scenario for tunnel 
renovation. This project also 
aims to contribute to the design 
and implementation of better 
maintainable modules in new-
build tunnels.

Increase the probability of 
problem-free opening of both 
new construction and renova-
tion projects by disseminating 
knowledge about and making 
the best use of (sufficiently ma-
ture) digital and virtual tools.

Facilitate advancing virtual tes-
ting in a step-by-step approach, 
for example by formulating 
unambiguous expectations and 
definitions and by starting a 
dialogue and building trust with 
important stakeholders.

Further the development of 
virtual education, training and 
practice based on experiences, 
opinions and ideas of stake-
holders, and help stakeholders 
in formulating their vision and 
making strategic choices.

Investigate how tunnel mana-
gers can benefit from the digital 
tunnel twin. What preconditi-
ons allow tunnel managers to 
use the digital output produced 
by builders during the renovati-
on/construction of tunnels?

A label, developed based on 
existing methods (such as 
BREEAM), that allows tunnel 
owners to measurably improve 
the sustainability of their 
tunnel.

Sustainability label Sustainability within renovations Energy saving in tunnel lighting Update catalogue energy 
reduction

Renovations offer an opportu-
nity to make the tunnel more 
sustainable. What are barri-
ers? How can we take advanta-
ge of these opportunities?

Perform (field) research to 
ensure that the European 
directives are in line with the 
new technological lighting 
options such as led lighting.

Update the catalog with 
measures (regarding technical 
aspects, processes and con-
tracts) that reduce the energy 
consumption of a tunnel.
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Adaptive installations
Tunnels should be equipped with plug-and-play installations that allow automatic updates, quick replacement 
and just-in-time replacement.

Starting exploratory study in 2019

Collaborating tunnel projects
All research projects are carried out by experts who are involved in tunnel projects. More than 150 people are active in the working 
groups. Moreover, the knowledge and products that are developed are instantly used and tested in the field. The following Dutch 
tunnel projects (road, rail, new, renovations) are involved in the tunnel programme:
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European tunnel programme

Infrastructure is essential for the prosperity of Europe and tunnels play a vital role in this network. Many of them need 
major renovations but we cannot shut down tunnels for a long period of time due to required high availability. Because 
of the volume of these tasks and the fact we cannot postpone them, we need to address these issues at least at an 
European scale.

With the support and cooperation of nine countries the COB has composed a position paper on tunnels in Europe. With this paper 
as a starting point we want to influence the research and innovation agenda of Europe. We believe tunnels deserve to be on the pri-
ority-list. We deserve European attention and European funding. We are supported in this opinion by both CEDR and EIM as owners 
of the rail- and road infrastructure, and by Infra4DFuture who believes tunnels should be a special topic in their strategic approach.

CURRENT ISSUES

Many of the tunnels in the European transport network are aging and need major renovations. The required high availability will be 
impossible if we approach this issue in the classical way by shutting down tunnels for a long period of time. Large knowledge gaps 
make that reliable predictive maintenance is still impossible and insecure. 

Another focal point for underground infrastructure is the strong growth in mobility and urbanisation. Cities will suffer massive 
strokes if we cannot use underground space more effectively and without hindering existing networks, such as metro-systems, and 
city life at street level. Building and renovating must be done whilst ‘the shop is open for business’.

A third issue is a high demand for adding value. Getting tunnels resilient, making them climate-proof, making them part of a safer 
network, making them smarter, making them more adaptive to still unknown change, making the people working in underground 
infrastructure more capable to work with these challenges… All these demands can only be addressed at a global or at least Europe-
an scale. Addressing these challenges will make our position on the global market stronger and our own society a better place to live.

These current developments give us momentum and opportunity. Because of the volume of the tasks and the fact we simply cannot 
postpone them, we need to fundamentally change our approach. Infrastructure managers and operators on a European level need 
to work together and define the capabilities that infrastructure is expected to provide to the end users and society. 

Based on these challenges, the network of tunnelling experts produced a vision about the tunnel of the future:

For us, this is the starting point of our journey, which starts now and ends in 2040.

“The tunnel of the future is a smart object integrated fully with its environment, the city and 

the traffic network. It is built and renovated without causing disturbances and provides maximum availability 

during its lifetime. The tunnel adds value above and below ground, promotes flow, is safe, and is valued in its form 

and function by users, owners, citizens and other stakeholders. Decisions (regarding underground space) are based 

on a balanced assessment of four factors – functionality, safety, availability and quality of life. Tunnels contribute 

to a climate-neutral and circular Europe. The tunnel experts network ensures that tunnels are considered in an 

adaptive and integral manner and that there is room for the integration of new technical and social developments.”
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Switzerland

Austria

Join us as a programme partner

PHASE 1: BRING YOUR OWN TUNNEL

In 2019 we are forming our European group. In each country we seek a combination of asset owners, industry and knowledge part-
ners who share one or more issues that fit the goals and topics as stated on pages 14-15. We aim to have our group complete by the 
end of 2019, but additional countries and partners are always welcome to join (mark: this is an European partnership). 

To become a partner in this programme we ask that one or more of your country’s tunnels and their owners are involved. The 
programme is aimed  at real life problems and pratical solutions. Therefore it is essential to have input and feedback from tunnel 
owners and have the possibility to use the newly developed knowledge in current tunnel projects.

PHASE 2: WORK OUT PLANS

In the first half of 2020 we will form teams, decide on scope and deliverables and develop project plans together with the asset 
owners. This is done according to the 25-year-proven ‘COB-approach’:

• Issues are always addressed by a combination of programme partners: asset owners, industry and knowledge institutes.
• Experts from working groups in the programme.
• Only the chairperson and secretary of a working group are paid positions.
• Paid position have a fixed rate.
• Working groups have fixed deliverables that have to produced within the planned budget and timeframe.

PHASE 3: PRESENT AND START

In November 2020 we aim to organise the second European conference on tunnel renovation ‘Beyond a tunnel vision 2.0’. At this 
conference we will launch the European work programme. 

CONTRIBUTION

Do you want to become a partner in our programme? We ask for a start-up contribution of € 7.500 for 2019-2020 plus € 5.000 
for the organisation of the European conference in 2020. For 2019/2020, the total costs are therefore € 12.500. This contribution 
can be shared within your tunnel teams. Each partner can bring 1-3 tunnels. Costs and contribution for 2021 and beyond will be 
determined at a later stage.
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1. AVAILABILITY IS KEY 

A. Renovate and build tunnels without disturbance for the traffic flow and surrounding society.

B. Get 80% of the refurbishment activities part of normal maintenance.

C. Resolve the knowledge gaps that prevent us from performing predictive maintenance.

2. DIGITALISATION IS CRUCIAL 

A. Develop digital tunnel twins that are designed for the entire lifecycle of tunnels.

B. Find solutions for the gaps between the lifecycle phases.

C. Develop skills for all involved within the lifecycle to be able to benefit from digitalisation.

3. ADDING VALUE IS A MUST 

A. Develop a roadmap for resilient and sustainable tunnels.

B. Develop a roadmap for an integrated view on (tunnel) safety as part of a system-safety framework.

C. Develop industrial innovations to build and maintain without disturbance.

GOALS

Complete the programme with us
The European position paper on tunnels identifies the major goals that should be addressed in a shared programme. To trigger the 
European Commission, the position paper includes  examples of topics that would contribute the most to at least two out of the 
three formulated aims. The COB network conducts research that ticks a number of boxes. But not all boxes, and only from a Dutch 
point of view. The aim is to collaborate with international partners to complete the research programme.
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TOPIC 1
Predictive maintenance: 
knowing the actual state 
and residual life of the 
tunnel

TOPIC 2
Future-proof asset 
management using 
digital tunnel twins

TOPIC 3
Smarter building and ren-
ovating by plug & play and 
building blocks

TOPIC 4
Ensuring safe tunnels 
with changing demands 
from society

TOPIC 5
The tunnel as a 
valuable part of its 
environment

SEE NEXT PAGES >>
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TOPIC 1
Predictive maintenance: 
knowing the actual state and 
residual life of the tunnel

1.  
A. 
B. 
C.  

2. 
A. 
B. 
C. 

3.  
A. 
B. 
C. 

TOPIC 1

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Interviews in tunnel 
projects

Identifying the risks
Inventory of bottlenecks and 
uncertainties in renovations

Risk checklist

Risk of failure

Inspection techniques

Monitoring techniques

Failure mechanisms

Approach 
unknown

Approach 
known

Generalising

Questions from tunnel owners:
• Is adaptation of management/

renovation necessary?

• What studies and analyses?

• How to perform these?
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Problem analysis

Research questions

Possible solutions

Control measures

Joints

Deformation

Degradation

Limits

Calculations and 
analyses

Knowledge 
workshop

Blueprint for 
gathering know-
ledge available 

from experts

Know your 
tunnel

Guideline for col-
lecting and securing 

tunnel-specific 
information

No action required

Direct action

Expected mainte-
nance over X years

Desk research

Practical research

PhD studies

Lab research

Tunnel 1

..............

Tunnel 2

E.g. inspection, monitoring

Drawing up 
a new status 
report after 
X years

KNOWLEDGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Tunnel-specific information
Monitoring 

strategy

STATUS REPORT/ 
HEALTH  

CERTIFICATE

* formerly Structural failure

Structural integrity*
Fundamental research 
into failure mechanisms
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Growing book Cyber 
security

Guide for tunnel owners 
and operators to assess 
cyber security and opti-

mize processes

Growing book 
Hindrance-free 

renovation
Guide to carry out reno-

vations with minimal 
disruption and maxi-

mum availability

Automation

Sensoring

Industrial 
networks

Centralised operation 
(traffic centers)

Sustainability

Monitoring

Data 
collecting

Data 
analysis

Data mining
VisualisationMachine 

learning

Virtual reality

Augmented reality

Gamification

TOPIC 1

TOPIC 5

From paper-based to 
fully digital

How can tunnel managers 
benefit from the digital 

tunnel twin?

Growing book Digital 
verification and 

validation
Stimulate virtual testing by 
formulating unambiguous 

expectations and 
definitions

DATA

TECHNICAL

TOPIC 2
Future-proof asset 
management using 
digital tunnel twins

1.  
A. 
B. 
C.  

2. 
A. 
B. 
C. 

3.  
A. 
B. 
C. 

TOPIC 2
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FUTURE-PROOF  
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Proces modelling

Organisation
design

Evidence based

Knowledge 
& competences

Attitude
& behaviour

Coaching

Stakeholder management

Virtual 
education, 

training and 
practice

Develop virtual 
education, training 
and practice based 

on experiences

‘Know your 
tunnel’

Blueprint for 
handbook for regular 

management and 
maintenance

Opening 
tunnels without 

problems
Disseminate 

knowledge about 
and making the best 

use of digital and 
virtual tools

‘Construction to 
maintenance’
Reduce distance 

between designers 
(builders) and 

managers 
(maintainers)

ORGANISATIO
N

Perfor-
mance

Costs Risks

STAKEHOLDERS

Owner

Asset 
manager

Service 
provider

• Decisions based on known performance, costs and risks
• Managed remote (office)
• Data driven assetmanagement
• Predictive maintenance
• In collaboration with large amount of stakeholders
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TOPIC 3
Smarter building and 
renovating by plug & 
play and building blocks

1.  
A. 
B. 
C.  

2. 
A. 
B. 
C. 

3.  
A. 
B. 
C. 

TOPIC 2

Demands for building and renovating tunnels  
from tunnel owners perspective

• Requirements and legislation

• Proven technology

• Innovations

• Future proof

• Circulair building

Availability Adaptability
Less  

hindrance

SOLUTIONS 
BUILDING BLOCKS 

AND ADAPTIVE 
INSTALLATION/

STANDARDISATION
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Growing book Cyber security
Guide for tunnel owners and ope-
rators to assess cyber security and 

optimize processes

Growing book Hindrance-free 
renovation

Guide to carry out renovations with 
minimal disruption and maximum 

availability

Growing book Digital 
verification and validation

Stimulate virtual testing by 
formulating unambiguous 

expectations and definitions

Adaptive installations
White paper on ......

COLLECTIVE 
CONCEPTS

CUSTOM 
CONCEPTS

i-Strategie

RWS building blocks

Tunnel standards

iCentrale

Market innovations and 
standards

....

....

• Governments
• Engineering 

companies
• Commercials 

collaborations

• COB working groups
• International working 

groups
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FASE 1 FASE 2

DESIGN BUILD MAINTAIN

FASE 3 FASE 4

SPATIAL PLANNING

CHANGING DEMANDS FROM SOCIETY

(partly) 
unknown

(basically) 
known

New energy carriers
White paper on the additional risks 
that new energy carriers mean for 

our underground infrastructure

Smart mobility Problem analysis

Research questions

Possible solutions

Control measures

Desk research

Practical research

PhD studies

Lab research

Tunnel 1

..............

Tunnel 2

E.g. inspection, monitoring

PLANNING FOR EXPECTED USE

TOPIC 4
Ensuring safe tunnels 
with changing demands 
from society

1.  
A. 
B. 
C.  

2. 
A. 
B. 
C. 

3.  
A. 
B. 
C. 

TOPIC 4
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Growing book Cyber security
Guide for tunnel owners and 

operators to assess cyber security 
and optimize processes

ADAPTIVE SYSTEM 
DESIGN AND 

MAINTENANCE

Transformed...
• Regulations
• Skills
• Organisation
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TOPIC 5
The tunnel as a valuable 
part of its environment

1.  
A. 
B. 
C.  

2. 
A. 
B. 
C. 

3.  
A. 
B. 
C. 

TOPIC 5

Questions from tunnel owners:
• How can I integrate sustainability 

into my (renovation) project?

• Is there a tool or label for 
sustainability?

• What about circularity?

• What about maintenance and 
sustainability?

CURRENT TUNNEL PROJECTS

• Interviews

• Desk research

• Tests and experiments in the field

• Workshops

• Pilots

Sustainability within renovations
Identifying opportunities and bottlenecks for 

integrating sustainability in renovations

Energy saving in tunnel lighting
Ensure that European directives are in line 
with the new technological lighting options

Sustainabilty label
Label that allows tunnel owners to measurably 

improve the sustainability of their tunnels

Energy

Circularity

Update catalogue 
energy reduction

Update energy reduction 
measures for tunnels 

(technical aspects, 
processes and contracts)
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WHITE PAPER

PROPOSAL LAW 
MODIFICATION

TOOL

UPDATED 
CATALOGUE

ACTION PLAN 
CIRCULARITY

COB 
SUSTAINABILITY DAY

NOVEMBER 6TH 2019

Showcases

Innovation 
marketThemed 

sessions

ACTION PLAN 
2030 EUROPE

ACTION PLAN 
2020-2022

High-level 
diner
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